
Summer 2021 
Week Six Class Descriptions 

 
Alpacas & Llamas: Come face to face with alpacas and llamas. Create beautiful life-like animal 
portraits with exercises in shading and textures in drawing and paint.  
 
Animal Art Atlas- Tour the world and visit every continent and dive through the sea to paint 
some of Earth’s animals from A to Zebra. 
 
Animal Painting on Glass: Learn this unique and historic approach to painting directly on 
glass. Using glass as your canvas and acrylic paint, you will learn methods of layering color, 
shading, and building texture to capture your pet or other animal likeness. Paint details first and 
paint in reverse to accomplish a finished masterpiece. You will leave the class with a framed 
painting ready to hang.(Age 10-12) 
 
Art Journals- Learn drawing and lettering techniques to create an art journal of your own. 
Painting, drawing and mixed media techniques will be explored.  Art Journal included.  
 
Bumpy Bowls: Students will sculpt a clay bowl. The inside will be hand smoothed and then 
beautifully painted with colorful underglazes, the outside will be ornately textured with clay balls, 
glazed and kiln fired to create a beautifully, knobby, bumpy exterior. Food safe. Hand wash. Not 
for microwave use.  
 
Cartoon Magic- Harry Potter and his friends at Hogwarts are just one of the many magical 
subjects for this cartooning class. Bring your favorite magical ideas to life! 
 
Clay Birds: Clay birds…and other things with wings. Sculpt birds in terra cotta clay and paint 
with colorful underglazes. Kiln fired.  
 
Dinosaur Galore- Dinosaurs may be extinct, but the wonder and imagination they provide lives 
on! Creatively draw and paint brightly colored leaf eaters and ferocious predators from the 
prehistoric times together in this delightful dinosaur class.  
 
Faces, Hands and Figures- Perfect your skills in drawing people! - Students will learn the skills 
of creating their best art of people of all ages and from a variety of cultures --including popular 
stories. 
 
Farm Frenzy- Build a barn and some mini animals in our clay studio!  Hand building and pinch 
pot methods will be used to create an adorable farm scene from terra cotta clay. 
 
Mixed Media Masterpiece- Discover the fun and fantastic effects of experimenting with and 
mixing different media.  We may try mixing media such as: watercolor, ink, acrylic, pastels, or 
even creating with unusual materials!  Create stunning artwork while learning about drawing, 
color and composition. 



 
Next Level Comics- Go Cartoon Crazy with Mr Doug! Top off your comic skills with the best 
tips for dynamic cartooning art. 
 
Outer Space Art Exploration: How fun it is to create art with Space Exploration in mind? 
Galaxies, Astronauts, and exciting Spaceships are all possible subjects. A variety of media will 
be used.  
 
Painting Experiments: Why not? Have fun experimenting with different paints and effects. In 
this class we will use a variety of media to explore the idea of using colors and media where we 
least expect it. It will be fun, colorful and the results will be, well...unexpected.  
 
Pokemon Cartooning-  Use your creativity to create fun comic-style art using your favorite 
Pokemon characters. Create a comic page or scene featuring your choice of characters, as you 
learn techniques in drawing, inking, and lettering. All materials included. 
 
Skyline and Sunset-Explore and create beautiful works of art featuring our beloved city of 
Chicago! Tall buildings and landmarks, lakeside and more!  Day or night, the city is an amazing 
sight! Drawing, painting, and mixed-media. 
 
The Great Escape- Create beautiful drawings and paintings of famous landmarks like the Eiffel 
Tower, Big Ben, and the Golden Gate Bridge 
 
Under the Sea- Visit the oceanarium as we explore the secrets of the sea in this underwater art 
adventure!  Using all sorts of drawing and painting media you will capture the colorful fish, 
playful dolphins, coral and beautiful marine life of the oceanarium! 
 
World of Color- There's a great big world out there!  Explore the world through color, texture 
and medium in this EPIC painting class! 
 
ZOOrama in Clay: Children will have fun as they exercise their fine motor skills while they learn 
about the wonderful tactile medium of clay. They will learn how to construct zoo and other 
animals using slabs, coils and pinch pots. Projects will be kiln fired. 
 


